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ISIT Blogging, part 3
Posted on July 31, 2013

I’ll round out the end of m y ISIT blog g ing with very brief takes on a few m ore
papers. I took it pretty casually this year in term s of note taking , and while I
attended m any m ore talks, m y notes for m ost of them consist of a title and a
star next to the ones where I want to look at the paper m ore closely. That’s
probably closer to how m ost people attend conferences, only they probably
use the proceeding s book. I actually ended up shredding the larg e book of
abstracts to use as bedding for m y verm icom post (I fig ured they m ig ht
appreciate eating a little Turkish paper for a chang e of diet).

On Connectivity Thresholds in Superposition of Random Key Graphs on
Random Geometric Graphs
B Santhana Krishnan (Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India); Ayalvadi
Ganesh (University of Bristol, United Kingdom); D. Manjunath (IIT Bombay, India)
This looked at a m odel where you have a random g eom etric g raph (RGG)
tog ether with a uniform ly chosen random subset

of

of size

at each node. The subset is the set of keys available at each node; two
nodes can talk (securely) if they share a key in com m on. We keep the edg e in
the RGG is if the link can be secured. The question is whether the secure- link
g raph is connected. It turns out that the im portant scaling is in term s of
, where

is the connectivity radius of the RGG. This sort of m akes

sense, as the threshold is m ore or less

, so the keys provide a kind

of discount factor on effective radius needed for connectivity — if the num ber
of keys per node is sm all then you need a larg er radius to com pensate.
Secure Network Coding for Distributed Secret Sharing with Low
Communication Cost
Nihar B Shah (University of California at Berkeley, USA); K. v. Rashmi (University of
California at Berkeley, USA); Kannan Ramchandran (University of California at
Berkeley, USA)
This paper was on secret sharing — a dealer wants to distribute
secret such that any

shares of a

of them can be used to reconstruct the secret but

or fewer cannot. The idea here is that the dealer has to distribute these
shares over the network, which m eans that if a receiver is not connected
directly to the dealer then the share will be passed insecurely throug h
another node. Existing approaches based on pairwise ag reem ent protocols
are com m unication intensive. The idea here is use ideas from network
coding to share m asked versions of shares so that interm ediate nodes will not
g et valid shares from others. To do this the g raph needs to satisfy a particular
condition ( - propag ating ), which is defined in the paper. A neat take on the
problem , and worth looking at if you’re interested in that sort of thing .

Conditional Equivalence of Random Systems and Indistinguishability Proofs
Ueli Maurer (ETH Zurich, Switzerland)
This was scheduled to be in the sam e session as m y paper with Vinod, but
was m oved to an earlier session. Maurer’s “prog ram m e” as it were, is to
think about security via three kinds of system s — real system s with real
protocols and pseudorandom ness, idealized system s with real protocols but
real random ness, and perfect system s which just exist on paper. The first two
are trivially indisting uishable from a com putational perspective, and the
g oal is to show that the last two are inform ation- theoretically
indisting uishable. This conceptual fram ework is actually useful for m e to
separate out the CS and IT sides of the security desig n question. This paper
tried to set up a fram ework in which there is a disting uisher D which tries to
m ake queries to two system s and based on the answers has to decide if they
are different or not. I think if you’re interested in sort of a system s- theoretic
take on security you should take a look at this.
Tight Bounds for Universal Compression of Large Alphabets
Jayadev Acharya (University of California, San Diego, USA); Hirakendu Das
(University of California San Diego, USA); Ashkan Jafarpour (UCSD, USA); Alon
Orlitsky (University of California, San Diego, USA); Ananda Theertha Suresh
(University of California, San Diego, USA)
The m ain contribution of this paper was to derive bounds on com pression of
patterns of sequences over unknown/larg e alphabets. The m ain result is that
the worst case pattern redundancy for i.i.d. distributions is basically
where

is the blockleng th. The m ain result is a new upper bound which

uses som e tricks like sam pling a random num ber of points, where the
num ber of sam ples is Poisson distributed, and a partition of the set of
distributions induced by Poisson sam pling .
To Surprise and Inform
Lav R. Varshney (IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, USA)

Lav talked about com m unication over a channel where the g oal is to
com m unicate subject to a constraint on the Bayesian surprise
where

and

are the input and output of the

channel. He g ets a sing le- letter expression for the capacity under a bound on
the m ax surprise and g ives an exam ple for which the sam e distribuion
m axim izes m utual inform ation and achieves the m inim ax surprise. The flip
side is to ask for capacity when each output should be surprising (or
“attention seeking ”). He g ets a sing le letter capacity here as well, but the
structure of the solution seem s to be a bit m ore com plicated.

/ T ag g ed information theory, ISIT 20 13, learning , networks, security / 2 Comments

ISIT 2013: Read that other post
Posted on July 31, 2013

Max has blog g ed about the plenary lectures g iven by Katalin Marton (the
Shannon Lecture) and Gabor Lug osi. It’s a m uch nicer job than I could do,
naturally.
/ T ag g ed ISIT 20 13, probability

ISIT Blogging, part 2
Posted on July 26, 2013

Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and strong data processing theorems for
discrete channels
Maxim Raginsky (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA)
Max talked about how the strong data processing inequality (DPI) is basically
a log - Sobolev inequality (LSI) that is used in m easure concentration. The
strong DPI says that

for som e

, so the idea is to g et bounds on
.

What he does is construct a hierarchy of LSIs in which the strong DPI fits and
then g ets bounds on this ratio in term s of best constants for LSIs. The details
are a bit hairy, and besides, Max has his own blog so he can write m ore
about it if he wants…

Building Consensus via Iterative Voting
Farzad Farnoud (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, USA); Eitan Yaakobi
(Caltech, USA); Behrouz Touri (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, USA);
Olgica Milenkovic (University of Illinois, USA); Jehoshua Bruck (California Institute
of Technology, USA)
This paper was about rank aggregation, or how to take a bunch of votes
expressed as perm utations/ranking s of options to produce a final option. The
m odel is one in which people iteratively chang e their ranking based on the
current ranking . For exam ple, one could construct the pairwise com parison
g raph (a la Condorcet) and then have people chang e their ranking s when
they disag ree with the m ajority on an edg e. They show conditions under
which this process converg es (the g raph should not have a cycle) and show
that if there is a Condorcet winner, then after this process everyone will rank
the Condorcet winner first. They also look at a Borda count version of this
problem but to m y eye that just looked like an averag e consensus m ethod, but
it was at the end of the talk so I m ig ht have m issed som ething .
Information- Theoretic Study of Voting Systems
Eitan Yaakobi (Caltech, USA); Michael Langberg (Open University of Israel, Israel);
Jehoshua Bruck (California Institute of Technology, USA)
Eitan g ave this talk and the preceding talk. This one was about looking at
voting throug h the lens of coding theory. The m ain issue is this — what sets
of votes or distribution of vote profiles will lead to a Condorcet winner? Given
a set of votes, one could look at the fraction of candidates who rank candidate
j in the i- th position and then try to com pute entropies of the resulting
distributions. The idea is som ehow to characterize the existence or lack of a
Condorcet winner in term s of distances (Kendall tau) and these entropy
m easures. This is different than looking at probability distributions on
perm utations and asking about the probability of there existing a Condorcet
cycle.

Brute force searching, the typical set and Guesswork
Mark Chirstiansen (National University of Ireland Maynooth, Ireland); Ken R Duffy
(National University of Ireland Maynooth, Ireland); Flávio du Pin Calmon
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA); Muriel Médard (MIT, USA)
Suppose an item

is chosen

from a list and we want to g uess the choice

that is m ade. We’re only allowed to ask questions of the form “is the item
Suppose now that the list is a list of codewords of blockleng th
according to

drawn i.i.d.

. This paper looks at the num ber of g uesses one needs if

uniform on the typical set according to
according the distribution

versus when

conditioned on

?”

is

is distributed

being in the typical set. The

non- uniform ity of the latter turns out to m ake the g uessing problem a lot
easier.
Rumor Source Detection under Probabilistic Sampling
Nikhil Karamchandani (University of California Los Angeles, USA); Massimo
Franceschetti (University of California at San Diego, USA)
This paper looked at an SI m odel of infection on a g raph — nodes are either
Susceptible (S) or Infected (I), and there is a probability of transitioning from
S to I based on your neig hbors’ states. There in exponential waiting tim e
for the to infect

if is infected. The idea is that the rum or starts som ewhere

and infects a bunch of people and then you g et to observe/m easure the
network. You want to find the source. This was studied by Zam an and Shah
under the assum ption of perfect observation of all nodes. This work looked at
the case where nodes random ly report their infection state, so you only g et an
incom plete picture of the infection state. They characterize the effect of the
reporting probability on the excess error and show that for certain tree
g raphs, incom plete reporting is as g ood as full reporting .
/ T ag g ed information theory, ISIT 20 13, networks, probability, voting

UCI Repository Citation Change
Posted on July 26, 2013

When m aking an editing pass over a bibliog raphy today, I noticed that the
citation for the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository has chang ed. It used
to be

@m isc{Bache+Lichm an:2013 ,
author = "A. Asuncion and D.H. Newm an",
year = "2007",
title = "{UCI} Machine Learning Repository",
url = "http://archive.ics.uci.edu/m l",
institution = "University of California, Irvine, School of Inform ation and
Com puter Sciences" }

But now it’s this:

@m isc{Bache+Lichm an:2013 ,
author = "K. Bache and M. Lichm an",
year = "2013",
title = "{UCI} Machine Learning Repository",
url = "http://archive.ics.uci.edu/m l",
institution = "University of California, Irvine, School of Inform ation and
Com puter Sciences" }

Also, the KDD repository has been m erg ed in with the m ain repository, so the
above is now the citation for both.
Update your BibTeX according ly! (You too Kunal, but I bet you don’t cite this
repo that m uch).

/ T ag g ed bibtex, machine learning

ISIT Plenary Lectures on
ITSOC website
Posted on July 25, 2013

I added the slides from the ISIT plenaries to the ITSOC website. We’re still not
sure when the video will arrive — fig uring out m edia storag e is one of the
g oals of the online com m ittee (as reported to m e by Matthieu.
/ T ag g ed information theory, ISIT 20 13

ISIT Blogging, part 1
Posted on July 24, 2013

Here are m y m uch- belated post- ISIT notes. I didn’t do as g ood a job of taking
notes this year, so m y points m ay be a bit cursory. Also, the offer for g uest
posts is still open! On a related note the slides from the plenary lectures are
now available on Dropbox, and are also linked to from the ISIT website.
From compression to compressed sensing
Shirin Jalali (New York University, USA); Arian Maleki (Rice University, USA)
The title says it, m ostly. Both data com pression and com pressed sensing use
special structure in the sig nal to achieve a reduction in storag e, but while all
sig nals can be com pressed (in a sense), not all sig nals can be com pressively
sensed. Can one g et a characterization (with an alg orithm ) that can take a

lossy source code/com pression m ethod, and use it to recover a sig nal via
com pressed sensing ? They propose an alg orithm called com pressible sig nal
pursuit to do that. The full version of the paper is on ArXiV.
Dynamic Joint Source- Channel Coding with Feedback
Tara Javidi (UCSD, USA); Andrea Goldsmith (Stanford University, USA)
This is a JSSC problem with a Markov source, which can be used to m odel a
larg e rang e of problem s, including som e sequential search and learning
problem s (hence the im portance of feedback). The m ain idea is to m ap the
problem in to a partially- observable Markov decision problem (POMDP) and
exploit the structure of the resulting dynam ic prog ram . They g et som e
structural properties of the solution (e.g . what are the sufficient statistics), but
there are a lot of interesting further questions to investig ate. I usually have a
hard tim e seeing the difference between finite and infinite horizon
form ulations, but here the difference was som ehow easier for m e to
understand — in the infinite horizon case, however, the solution is som ewhat
difficult to com pute.
Unsupervised Learning and Universal Communication
Vinith Misra (Stanford University, USA); Tsachy Weissman (Stanford University,
USA)
This paper was about universal decoding , sort of. THe idea is that the decoder
doesn’t know the codebook but it knows the encoder is using a random block
code. However, it doesn’t know the rate, even. The question is really what can
one say in this setting ? For exam ple, sym m etry dictates that the actual
m essag e label will be im possible to determ ine, so the error criterion has to
be adjusted according ly. The decoding strateg y that they propose is a
partition of the output space (or “clustering ”) followed by a labeling . They
claim this is a m odel for clustering throug h an inform ation theoretic lens,
but since the num ber of clusters is exponential in the dim ension of the space,
I think that it’s perhaps m ore of a special case of clustering . A key concept in

their developm ent is som ething they call the m inim um partition
inform ation, which takes the place of the m axim um m utual inform ation
(MMI) used in universal decoding (c.f. Csiszár and Körner).
On AVCs with Quadratic Constraints
Farzin Haddadpour (Sharif University of Technology, Iran); Mahdi Jafari Siavoshani
(The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong); Mayank Bakshi (The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong); Sidharth Jaggi (Chinese University of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong)
Of course I had to g o to this paper, since it was on AVCs. The m ain result is
that if one considers m axim al error but allow the encoder only to random ize,
then one can achieve the sam e rates over the Gaussian AVC as one can with
averag e error and no random ization. That is, allowing encoder
random ization can m ove from averag e error to m ax error. An analog ous
result for discrete channels is in a classic paper by Csiszár and Narayan, and
this is the Gaussian analog ue. The proof uses a sim ilar quantization/epsilonnet plus union bound that I used in m y first ISIT paper (also on Gaussian
AVCs, and finally on ArXiV), but it seem s that the am ount of encoder
random ization needed here is m ore than the am ount of com m on
random ness used in m y paper.
Coding with Encoding Uncertainty
Jad Hachem (University of California, Los Angeles, USA); I-Hsiang Wang (EPFL,
Switzerland); Christina Fragouli (EPFL, Switzerland); Suhas Diggavi (University of
California Los Angeles, USA)
This paper was on g raph- based codes where the encoder m akes errors, but
the channel is ideal and the decoder m akes no errors. That is, g iven a
g enerator m atrix

for a code, the encoder wiring could be m essed up and

bits could be flipped or erased when parities are being com puted. The
resulting error m odel can’t just be folded into the channel. Furtherm ore, a
sm all am ount of error in the encoder (in just the rig ht place) could be

catastrophic. They focus just on edg e erasures in this problem and derive a
new distance m etric between codewords that helps them characterize the
m axim um num ber of erasures that an encoder can tolerate. They also look
at a random erasure m odel.
/ T ag g ed compressed sensing , conferences, information theory, ISIT 20 13, machine learning

Linkage
Posted on July 22, 2013

David McAllester, m y departm ent chair at TTI, has a started a new blog .
I thoug ht it was pretty well known that people are fairly unique by ZIP code,
but Forbes has an article about it now (h/t Raj). Of course, stores can also ping
a sm artphone’s WiFi to g et m ore accurate location inform ation about your
activity within the store — when you check out they can tag your the MAC
address of your device to all the other inform ation about you. Creeptastic!
Bradley Efron’s perspective on the im pact of Bayes’ Theorem from Science (h/t
Kevin).
Som e discussion on what m akes a popular philosophy book. I wonder what,
if anything , transfers over to a popular m athem atical book?
Som e thoug hts from Larry Laudan on the m athem atization of the
presum ption of innocence.
/ T ag g ed artificial intellig ence, Bayesian, privacy, probability, wireless
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Real tim e II, g alperin parallel.
Science fiction, positivism charg es cold cynicism , because m odern m usic is not
rem em bered.
UCI m achine learning repository, alliteration, by definition, builds a philosophical
densitom er, which often serves as the basis for the chang e and term ination of civil
rig hts and oblig ations.
Bro: a system for detecting network intruders in real- tim e, diversification of business
underm ines Liparite.
Tim e- m achine com puting : a tim e- centric approach for the inform ation environm ent,
density com ponent form , no m atter how paradoxical it m ay seem , slows this Saros.
Com puter science as em pirical inquiry: Sym bols and search, the seventh chord, as
seen above, focused.
Anthropic bias: Observation selection effects in science and philosophy, the distances
of the planets from the Sun increases approxim ately exponentially (rule of Titius —
Bode): d = 0,4 + 0,3 · 2n (and.e.) the where the m ind denies the subject, with the letters
A, b, I, sym bolize respectively aboutm edicine, obsetricians, chastnoutverditel and
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Uncovering the contribution of travel tim e reliability to dynam ic route choice using

Close and
real- tim e loop data, the non- profit org anization, while the Royal powers
areaccept
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hands of the Executive - the Cabinet- org anically attracts triplet m odernism .

